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Research Contract 3OO6/R5/RB
Final Report

The last year worK orx the research Contract followed
three directions:

1. Pinalization of the set of experiments showing the
properties of the RS232 communication interface; for IAEA
training courses on interfacing;

2. Design and manufacturing of the Staircase generator
for the Spectroscopy Amplifiers testing; to be distributed by
IAEA in the kit form;

3. The study of possibilities of the modified Wilkinson
type ADC.

Ad 1. During the" year I9fi6 the prototype: of trie experi-
ment "Thickness measurement s by using thf beta absorption
technique " together with the brief description of +be
electronic part. System using the RS232 communication inter-
face was adapted to be run on APPLE II computer.

This year the didactic materals were prepared
systermatical Iy fo! lowing steps how to design, how to C-IORCK

and how to run the required system. The host compute* «an
assumed to be an IBM compatible one, and the corresponding
programming m BASIC as well as in ASSEMBLER was
discussed. Materials are attached as the Apendix 1.

Besides the RS232 communication interface and the
controller and the mechanical part the system requires also
the high voltage power supply and the pulse shaper for the
of the Geiger-Muller counter operation. In the prototype
version it was the suggestion to design this unit according
to the Special Project i; Nuclear Electronics Laboratory
Manual, IAEA-TECDOC-309. This year the unit was redesigned in
the form of the IAEA modular unit. See Appendix 2 for the
documentation.

Ad ?. During the workshop on the evaluation the Spectros-
copy amplifiers by TAKA, Vienna, March 19«? it was found that
the special s-tnii-'Mse êi.erat or imitating the output signal



from the charge sensitive preamplifier is a very effective
.auxiliarry instrument. Therefore such staircase generator was
designed, manufactured and tested. See Appendix 3 for detailed
documentation.

Ad 3. An attempt to implement 8-channel flash converter
into the Wilkinson-type ADC with the aim to increase the
conversion speed has been started.
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PROJECT DESCR I PT1 ON

The tasK of the experiment, is to measure the thicknesr. of
the strip placed between the GM counter and the source of the
radiation (Fig. 1), From the transmitted radiation the
thickness can be calculated (Fig. P).

SAMPLE

ACTIVITY
SOURCE

GH CDUNTCRD
THICKNESS

Fig. 1 Fig. 2
If we want to get the thickness along the sample we need

to move the sample between the counter and the source and to
measure 'the transmitted rad.) at i on. This takes time; therefore
is useful to made measurement automatic. Measurement shou-i a
be controlled by computer. w> decided to use the RS ?3f
communication interface betfween the computer and the measuring
system.

PC
S 1

Î EXP!
GND

Fig. 3.

This means only three wires between the experiment and
the computer : data frum PC to experiment , data from experi
merit to PC , and the ground I m e {Fig. 3). The .serial transnn '
tion makes the communication slower in i-.,m{.'dt J .:; i <~<<i w: th the
Parallel one. However, t m s doesn't mean tin- cu-j-raci..-]' L • >II .>f
the experiment wher the majority of tlie time is spi.-nt tut- the
measurements. At the other side, the use of the RS 23c' interfa-
cing brings the adventage that the choice of the hos-t computer
is not crytical. Any computer with RS232 communication inter-
face and the properly written programme can control our expe
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riment without any hardware modificaiion.
In our measurement the sample holder- with the strip is

put into one position, and the GM counter is run for ' the
preselected interval to collect counts-. Then the strip is
moved into the new position and the measurement is repeated.

Elements to design the required, system are (-Fig, 4} :

i) Motor to move the sample holder. £) Position
switches activated at sample completely left and completelly
right

3) Geiger MuIler counter, with HV power supply
4) Pulse counting system
5} Host computer to control the experiment, with the RS232

interface
6) RS232 unit at the experiment side

I r
! XT CDMP. jRS

RIGHT

CDNTRDL. SVITCHlrO HSAMPLE ! SWITCH

-i—cL_J uGM

COUNTER

Fig. 4

ABOUT 'RS2 32 COMMUNICATION

The RS232 communication is serial, asynchronous, opera-
ting between levels 15V (logical 1) and -15V (logical 0). as
evident from Fig. 5. If we observe signals at the transmittion
line then the jump of the signal from- 0 to l anounce that
something is going to be transmitted. The first bit. cal lea
start bit is a Tl ways 1 . Start bit is followed by e data bits.
256 of different data patterns can be interpreted as any of
first 255 numbers (0 to 255; or any of 256 ASCII codes. Data
are usually followed by two stop bits set to 0 if

U

3 TD 15 V

-3 TO -15 V

ISTART

r TIME

TIME SCALE DEPENDS DN BAUD RATE
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the parity i sn ' t checked. It should toe pointed out that RS H32
transmittion line signals are limited to TTL level and.
inverted within the receive'r unit. See Fig. 6 for signals at
serial input, or output of UART circuit (Uni.Versal •
Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter).

AT UART
IN t OUT

START BIT-»

8 DATA BITS
2 STDP BITS

AT LINE'

Fig. 6

The data transmittion speed depends on the selected. Baud
rate (i Baud is one bite per second), Here are few examples:

At baud rate
120
300

600
• 1 £00

£400
4800
9600

one bit duration is,
8. 3 ms
3. 3 ms
1.7 'DS
O. 83 ms

1 O. 42 ms
,0. 2! ms
O. 104 ms

one character
91
36

18

9
Ji
-r .

2.
1.

6
3
1

ms
m s
ms
ms
ms
ms
ms

takes

If
The transmitter operation can be checKed by oscilloscope
the known character is periodically send out. The BASIC

programme sending out the nice pattern according Fig.7 is:

U A (START CHR$<170> IEND

TIME

TIME SCALE DEPENDS DN BAUD RATE

Fie >'

10 CLS
20 OPEN COHl: 1200, .S, K1 "AS
30 PRIMT f 1, 1#J CHF*i17O);
'4O GOTO 30
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1
TRANSMIT
ZHIX
RECEIVE

GND

13
Fig . 6

I
HOW TO HOVE THE SAMPLE?

The standard con-
nector is D-type,
£5 pins.
output is at pin 2
Input is at pin 3
Ground is at pin 7.

For the motion practically any small motor can be used.
However, our task is to find the sample thickness as the
function of - its length. This means that we need to know
precisely the sample holder position. The programmed motion
with normal DC motors is impossible; we need to act on the
motor accordingly its position which must be additionally
measured. This requires the complete feed-back loop. Such
arrangement is unpractical.

Fortunatelly we have stepper motor. It makes always the
same, precisely defined step when the adequate signal is
applied to its connection wires. We have only to count, steps
and we know its position. The typical representative is the
motfor used tor the computer diskette drive (Fig. 9).

«22 -0,05

i O4.896-O005

39*0.2

äsl

-Of .

BLACK

fCkor/si.Vt
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Operatmg voltage 12 V
Typical current 160 mA
Step 1.6 degree
Torque 8 Hem
Intrinsic torque O. 6 Ncm
Weight \ 220 g
Supplier: ISKRA.ZELEZNIKI

64226,- Zelezmki
Yugoslavia

It is recommended not make more than 200 steps (about 1
turn) in second. At higher speeds the motor torque goes down.
This number of s.teps corresponds to the transmition speed of
1200 Baud. This will be our operating speed.

For the power application you need stronger motors.
Contact:

Slo-syn Stepper Motors
Superior Electric Netherland
Koperwerf 33
Hague, Netherland

or Zebotronics-Schrittmotoren
representative:ELRA

Elektronen Baue1ementenvertrieb
Ing. Rauch Walter
A-1020 - Wien
Osterreich

HOW TO RUN STEPPER MOTOR?

The stepper motor is connected to +12 V line and has
additional four terminals a, b, c and d which should be grounded
through transistors. Signals A1B1C and D following the scheme
given in TAB. 1 should be applied for four steps 1. 8 degree
each.

A B C D

1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1
1 0 0 1

A B C D 15 V

GND

Fig. IO
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Applymg A, B, C, D combinations from the top to bottom
riglvt rotation is realised; applying it reversely the left
rotation results (Fig. 10).

END SWITCHES

Stepper motor will move the sample holder. The motion
should be limited at the left and the right side. We can mount
the end position switches. Here are few choises for the switch
selection.

HICROSWITCHES: the mechanical switches in miniature and
precise version (Fig. 11). They have well defined switching
point but they need a typical force of l. 5 to 2. 5 N to be
activated (this means a weight of 150 to 250 gms to be put
on). See Burklin catalog, catalog number 12 G 958, for example.

The required force can be reduced down to 0. 5 N if we
take the version with the longer arm - but now the switch-on
and switch-off points are defined less accurate. See BurKlm
catalog, catalog number 12 G 960..

FDRCE

FDRCE

Fig. 11

OPTOCOUPLER switches are very practical. They are the
combination of the infrared light emitting diode and the
fototransistor. They can work either on the principle of the
detection of the transmitted light, or the reflected light
(Fig. 12). The response can be either the logical O or 1, with
respect to the scheme used (Fig. 13). See BurKlin- catalog:

CNY 70 .reflected light, 65 S 5660
HCA 7, reflected light, 67 S 5500
CNY 37, transmitted light, 65 S 5200

Fig. 12

J.
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; +3V I +5V

360R

OUT

Fig. 13

DUT

MECHANICAL PART

main task within the mechanical part is to change the

motor rotation into the translation. In the easiest way it can

be done Toy using a long screw rotated by motor, with the
double nut (Fig. 14). The design depends mainly on the
capability of your mechanical workshop.

MDTDR

•CARING SCREW MOVABLE NUT

CLASTIC
TUK
JOINT

NdTOR HOLDCR

vvvvvvvv^A>vvvv^lVVvvvv%l^llVvXl^A1^ArtAAA^v^AHV^^|

Fig. 14

ELECTRONIC PART

J I
Jb

We like EURO boards, 100 x 160 mm. They f i t IAEA
developed EURO crates. See Fig.15 for power lines adopted by
IAEA.

( EARTH
I—*SV
I t-+84V

i ! I r+24VJJETURN
^H ^i Â B̂ ^) ^n Cp ^j 3̂ ^J ^j 3̂ ^J ^J 9̂ ^3 v̂ 3̂ 3̂ ^J ^J 3̂ 3̂ 3̂ ^J 3̂

• • • • o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o
1 Fig. 15

EARTH 1
DIOGND—i

-15V—,

O O O O O

Uiit
31

ELECTRONIC PART

We 1 iKe EURO tooai-ds, 100 >: 160 nun. They fit IAF:A

,-1,+Vf; . ^ p e u E U R O r r a t e s . '•'•'•*•'*- F'ig. 1 r> f o f p o w e r J :rif3 - i d ^ p t e o J>y

IAEA.
The electronic part will be designed on two Euro boards,

with the distribution according Fig. 16. The first board will
contain UART with the controller and counter while the second
will supply GM tube with the high voltage and will convert GM
pulses into TTL pulses acceptable by the counter within the
first board.
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STRUCTURE OF THE INTERFACE BOARD

Let us sumarize tasks of the interface board.
1. It should control the motor. This requires four lines.
2. It sould count pulses from the GH counter, on the TTL

level. The counter should content between 10,000 to 20,000
pulses providing IZ statistical accuracy. Two byte counter
meet this request. -We can use 4520, ' twice (F.j.g. 17). Counter
need the reset signal COUNTRES. When the counting interval is
over, the counter content is stored into octal latches 74 SN
373, with three state outputs. Additionally the COUNT LATCH
signal is required, and two separate command lines to connect
latch output to the data bus: LOw BYTE ENable and High BYTE
ENable.

3. Signals from end switches are sensed by RS fiipflops.

MECHANICAL PART

XT CDMP.

INTERFACE BOARD

Fig.16

DETECTOR PART

CD4045, the quad RS flipflop with three state output is suit-
able. All flip flops need the common enable line FF ENABLE as
well as the common FF RESET line.

4. Data from counters as well as from fiipflops connected
to the data bus should be converted into the serial form and

RSl

RS2

FROM LEFT
SVITCH

FROKRIGHT

SWITCH

rr noet

LD IYTE D i

KI IYTE EN.

U N T X A T t H f T
CCUWTWCS

Fig. 17
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send to computer. Also the commands issued by computer should
toe received by the control1 board, and delivered to the sepa-
rate subunits. This task is done by the UART, the universal
asynchronous receiver-transmitter.

COWiUMICATION WITH THE HOST COMPUTER
For the coiNMinication between the computer and the

experiment we need the system which can convert the serial
signals, according to the RS232 standards into the parallel
one, and parallel into the serial one. For this we can take
any Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter. in our case
AY-5-1013 was used, TR 1602 or CDP 1853 (RCA) is another
choice.

<y UART

FROH COMPUTER

TRANSMITTING VHEN
GOING LOV

Fig.

Receiving is started automatically when the start bit occurs
in the input signal. The start bit is followed by e data bits
which can be in 256 combinations. The corresponding output
appears at the output pins 12, 11, io, 9?6, 7, 6 and 5 (DOO to
D07)if the transition has been finished fcy^^o stop bits
(unity value) or by parity bit and^one^f stop\bit^ it is
available until the next character irT~t)ie [f orm of 6 bit serial
sequence is received properly by the *ÖÄ̂ RT. ̂

These 256 different combinations could be considered as
the control words to generate es6 different commands for the
system. They should be recognized by the corresponding
•ir-roder. However, in -mr system we don't need ?sf> .nfferent
commands.

Another extreme possibility is to use eight output lines
DO to 07 directly, without decoding , as eight separate
commands. It would be too poor in our case. We need more
commands.
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We decided to use the output Dit Du to control the UART
transmittion only. Whenever the receiver receives signal in
the form xxxx xxxO (while the normal form is xxxx xxxl) the
data on lines DIO to DI7 are taken and transmitted from .UART
to the host computer.

Seven lines are still free and can be used to control
devices of the experiment. The higher four lines D4, D5, D6
and D7 we can use for the stepper motor motor drive.

Lines Dl, DS and D3 we use separateliy to control
three devices. However, more possibilities are offered if any
of eight combinations means one command. To get d different
commands these three lines are decoded by using 3-to-d
decoder SN 74 LS 13«.

TRANSMITTING
To switch to the transmitting mode the signal at the pin

23 (THRL - transmitter holding register load) should be made
low. Data from input lines DIO to DI7 (pins 26 to 53) are
loaded and shifted out in the serial sequence.

After having the system roughly designed (Fig. 18) we can
define the control signals and the command order.

1. First, there are two 8-bit binary counters 4516,
connected serially. Before counting both counters should be
returned to zero. This is realised through signal COUNTRES
which should go high.

2. At the moment when the preset time has been reached the
data from counters should be latched in two 6-bit latches
74LS373. The common COUNTLATCH signal going low is required.

3. The number of the registered counts should be send to
the computer. First the low byte data should be connected do
DIO to DO7 lines by making LO BYTE EN. signal low, and then
THRL input of the UART should be made low to start the
transmittion.

4. Then the same action should be repeated by making HI
BYTE EH. signal low.

5. Then we have to look if the final position of the
sample has been reached. If the end switch has not been
activated few motor steps can be made to move the sample. The
information about the sample position are learned by looking
into RS2 flip flop. Therefore FF ENABLE signal should be made
high to connect 4043 Quad. RS-flipflop outputs to data lines.
Having RS flipflops output, on the data' lines the THRL signal
low should activate transmitting to ' iie '.-./mputer.

The reqi: ired r, i gna i s:
!dec)

LO BYTE EN.
Hl BYTE EN.
COUMT RES.
LATCH COUNT.
FF RESET
FF KWAELE

Dl
O
t
1
O
1
O

D2
1

O
1
O
O
t

D 3
O
O
O
1
1
1

>. •-' t •:!

4
cL

(j

8
10
] C
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are made by applying Dl1 DE and D3 UART lines to 3 to 8
decoder SN74LS136. The corresponding signal (output low) are
generated through setting Dl, DE ana D3 according to the
above scheme.

UART

»7
M
•8
14
•3
W
M
M

TMM.

TD STEPPER

ONE SHOT

Fig. 19

DECODER

BLE

Simultanously with bits Dl, D2 and D3 other bits nave to
be also defined. Let us consider the behaviour of bit DO. It
•should be 1 all the time unless when data are requested from
the UART. Therefore commands to fetch data from the interface
unit should consists from two characters. First character
demands low byte enable, the second command demands loading of
the UART transmitter register and extends the low byte enable.

We can expand the above table.

LO BYTE EN.
LO BYTE EN.

HI BYTE EN.
HI BYTE EN.

COUNT RES.
LATCH COUNT.
FF RESET

FF ENABLE
FF. ENABLE

DO
1

O

1

O

1
1
1

1
O

Dl
O

O

1

1

1
O
1

O
O

For the stepper motor
ai-e u whi i e r>4,
Fig. 19:

STEPl
STEPE
STEP 3
STEP4

!.>•>,

1
1
1
1

D6

O
O
O
O

D2
1
1

O
O

1
O
O

1
1

D3
O
O

O
O

O
1
1

1
1

drive DO
and

O
O
O
O

D7 Sl)

O
O
O
O

D4
Ö

O

O
O

O
O
O

O
O

shou
• • a 1 d

1

O

O
1

D5
O
O

O
O

O
O
O

O
O

Id b

D e

1

1
O
O

D6
O
O

O

O

O
O
O

O
!J

• 1

<-h-i

O

1

1
O

D7
O

O

O
O

O
O
O

O
O

; Di.
need

O
O

1
1

total(dec)
5
4

3
£

7
9

11

13
12

D2 and Z>'<

accord! ;u

49
97

193
145



Fig. 20
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Now we can disscuss the final scheme represented m
Fig. 20. It is more complex than the previous ones. Please note
inverters in control lines where the positive signals are
required. It is clear;our designers consideration did touch
all details. We have to add few parts.

At the beggining of the operation the UART needs the
initialisation signal applied at pin 21. ICId provides such
positive signal when the qircuit is switched on.

Transmitter and receiver section of UART need the clock
signals at 16 times the transmittion rate joined to pin 17 and
40. This amounts to 19. 2 kHz kHz for the transmittion at the
Baud rate of 1800. ICIc , NAND with hysteresis is the relaxa-
tion oscillator. The fine frequency adjustement can be done by
trimpot Pl. The clocK signal is applied to the buffer to
increase the output capability.

UART operates at the TTL level while signal transmittion
is performed between +15 and -15 V. The line signal is accep-
ted by transistor Tl. Signals are inverted, limited to the
TTL level and applied to the input pin 20 of the ART.

The UART output signal available at p m 25 is inverted in
ICia. Then is level shifted in transistor T2 to get the swing
between 0 and 15 V1- and finally inverted and level shifted in
transistor T3 to get the span from +15»to -15 V.

The IC9 is quad RS-flipflop with outputs connected to D04
to DO7.

The input of the flipflop joined to D07 is connected to
the most significant bit of .the 16 bit binary counter. The
flipflop is activated when the counter content exceeds 32 k.

The next three flipflops have three inputs. Two are used
for the the left and the right end switch while the last ±s
spare.

CHECKING OF THE ASSEMBLED SYSTEM, WRITTING THE PROGRAMME

Our system is already assembled and we can start to write
the programme. Majority of us is familiar with BASIC program-
ming language; let us then choose BASIC. However, we still
don't now if the system works. Therefore it is not bad to
write few short programms to verify the separate functions.
This programming is also a good introduction for writting the
final, more complex programme.

Within the programme we need. . . .
1) motion, left and right,
2) counting of GM pulses,
3) checking of the position of the .sample holder,
4) checking of the overflow.
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1. MOTION
!.For the motion we can use programme:
10 CLS
20 INPUT "HOW MARY STEPS",N
30 OPEN "COMl: 1200, N, 8, 1, RS, CSO1 DSO, CDO" AS #l"
40 FOR Z = 1 TO N
50 PRINT #1, CHR$(144).;CHR$(46) ;CHR$(96) ;CHR$(192);
60 NEXT Z
70 CLOSE #1
80 BEEP

If tlie Dlock of number 144,48,96 and 192 is send to
stepper motor it is advanced for four steps. How many such
four-step blocks should be done is told by number N defining
how many times lines 40, 50," 60 will be repeated.

In line 30 the communication interface 1 (our RS232,
resident in the computer) is assigned as #l, and" its operating
parameters are defined.

RS232 is familiar with ASCII code and likes letters. To
send out number we must cheet it by saying: send the letter
whose ASCII code correspond to the number 144, and so on. To
avoid the transmitfion of the automatic carriage return after
each character the suxcessive CHR$(numbers) are delimited by
semicolIon.

You can refresh your programming practice through few
exercises:

1. How to modify the above programme to get the motion in
the opposite direction, let us say, left? Find at least two
solution.

2. How to move motor if arbitrary number of steps is
required? Above we used motion in blocks of four steps.

3. Write a programme for both motions selected by option.
4. Here is a funny task. First move the sample holder

from its basic position for an unknown number oftsteps. It can
be a random number generated by the computer. Then try to find
this number using the following procedure: move the holder
back until the basic position has not been reached. In nuclear
electronics there is the equivalent: Wilkinson type converter.

5. Another approach uses the succesive approximation
method. After the unknown step we can move holder for one half
of the maximal range back and check the position. There are
two possibilities. We moved too far. The result of trial
r,houid be registered, and the step cancelled. We moved too
near-. The result of trial is registered.

Then we move for one quarter of. the ful 1 range, ' and
repeat the above inquiry.
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Procedure is continued toy making smaller and smaller
steps, and results are registered.

After the minimal possible steps we have set of answers
like 10011. This is allready the binary representation of the
unknown number of steps. Try to write this programme and to
run it.

a.COUNTING
The next task is to check if system counts properly. Here •

is the programme with comments added:

10 RBM: CHBCKlCO
- 20 REK: CHECK COUNTING LOOKING ON TIMER
30 REM: PRINT HIGH BYTE, LOW BYTE, TOTAL DECIMAL
40 PRINT "TBLL TIME IN SECONDS"
50 INPUT T
60 OPEN "COM1:1200,N,S,1,RS,CS0,DS0,CD0" AS #1
70 PRINTfI, CHRS (7); CHRSCl); ' rem: COUNTER RESET FOLLOWED BY COUNT
80 B=TIMER
90A= TIMER
100 IF A-B>T THEN 120
110 GOTO 90
120 PRINTfI, CHRS (9) ; CHRS (4); CHRS <5) ; ' RBW: LATCH, LOW BYTE ENABLE
130 LS = INPUTS(I, fI)'REM: READING LOW BYTE BY COMPUTER
140 PRINTfI, CHRS (2); CHRS (3); 1REM: HIGH BYTE ENABLE
150 HS = INPUTS <1, #I)'REM: READING HIGH BYTE BY COMPUTER
160 PRINT ASC (HS); ASC (LS);
170 X=ASC (HS)'REM: CONVERSION ASCII INTO NUMBER
180 Y=ASC(LS)1REM: THE SAME AS ABOVE
190 Z=256*X+Y'REM: CALCULATION OF DECIMAL'
200 PRINT Z
210 CLOSE #1
220 GOTO 60

Through lines 80,90,100 we introduced the defined time
interval. Counter starts to count in' line 70. Line 70 is
followed by:

80 We look on the built-in timer what time it is. The
time reading is B.

90 ImmediatelIy after we looked again. Now it is A.
100 Is difference between E and A more than T (this we

defined in line 40)? If yes than the counting time is over. We
can continue in line 120.

110 If not let's look the clock again.
So we are looking again and again until A-B exceeds T.
Becoming familiar with the programme we can run it, after

applying periodic pulses at TTL level, to the BNC input of
our command module.

We expect the same results in alt runs. However.they are
scattered. Maybe our clock is not good enough": We car; -m-ck it
by short programme:

10 B=TIME
20 A=TIHE
30 IF A-B<1 THEN GOTO 20
40 PRINT A-B
50 GOTO 10
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How to explain results scattered about 1 sec? Maybe we

are not looking at clock frequently enough? In line 20 we
check the condition. This checking takes few miHseconds.
Maybe during this checking the second is already exceeded? The
deviations are greater. Our computer very often, even within
the normal programme execution, looks at the keyboard if there
is something going on. Because of these excursions it is late
to check the time.

We can try another way to define the time intervals:
10 TIMER OK
£0 ON TIMER (1) GO SUB 100
30 GOTO 30
100 PRINT TIMER
110 RETURN
Observe the timing results, and implement the new timing

routrhe into the programme. Are results better?
Let us try the old fashioned method: to run a defined

number of cycles within the loop. In this example
10 FOR P=I TO 2000
20 NEXT P

it will take about 3 sec, in GW BASIC, and normal XT computer
(no turbo version). How to find the elapsed time? We can ask
for the time at the beggining of a long loop running 10000
times, and at the end:

10 PRINT TIMER
20 FOR S -- i TO 10000
30 NEXT N
40 PRINT TIMER

3.CHECKING END POSITIONS

The next task is checking of the end position of the
sample support. The following programme can do it:

10 PRIMT "CHECKING END SWITCHES"
30 OPEN "COMl:1200, N, 8,1, RS, CS0, DS0, CD0" AS #1
40 PRINT#1,CHR$<11);CHRS(I);
50 B=TIMER
6 0 A = TIMER
70 IF A-B>1 THEN 90
80 GOTO 60
90 PRIMT#1,CHRS(12>;CHRS(13> ;
100 ES = INPUTS(I, #1)
140 STATUS = AS1C(Et)
150 PRINT 64 AND STATUS;
}f>0 PRINT r*j> ASD STATUS
20co CLOSE #1
160*5 GOTO 30
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Programme resets fiipflops, waits for about second and
connects flipflop outputs to UART input. After receiving data
in the form of the ASCIII code the letter is converted into
the corresponding decimal number called STATUS in our
programme. We have to find if this number contents 32 and 64.
This is an indication that the right and the left switch is
activated. The separate bit content can be done by logical
function AKD. It is simple in binary.

If we have a binary number 1 0 O i l l i O and if we
do AND operation with 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 the result
is 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 because
bit 5 was present. In the case of its absence the result would
be 0. Thus, to find the bit 5 content a magic number 00010000
should be used. This magic number erasing everything besides
bit 5 is called the MASKWORD. The above binary operation often
used in ASSEMBLER language works even in BASIC, like:

10 CLS
20 INPUT STATUS
30 Z = STATUS AND 16
40 PRINT Z

The result Z is 16 if the fifth bit of number STATUS was 1.
The result Z is 0 if the fifth bit of number STATUS was 0.
Let us prove the calculation taking number 158 for STATUS:

decimal 158 = binary 1001 1110
decimal 16 = binary 1 0000

Logical AND multiplies
upper line digits 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
with lower line digits ... l 0 0 o O
resulting 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 .

The result expressed decimally is 16.
examined number is 0 also the result is 0.

But if bit 5 in the

4. CHECKING OVERFLOW

Try the following programme to check the overflow:

10 REM:CHECK_OV;IF OVERFLOW THE RESULT IS 128, OTHERWISE 0
20 CLS
30 PRINT "TELL TlVfE IN 8K(XIWDS"
4(3 INrr/T T
5w OPEN "COMl: 12Ww, N, 6, i , RK. <.;£«, DSVJ, C I W A;7 *:-;
60 PRI NT#3, CHR* < 11 > ; CHRt < 7 >.; ' H h1* < 1 > ;
70 E=TlMER
8 0 A = TIMER
90 IF A-B>T THE» 110
100 GOTO 00



HO PK1NT#3,CHRS(12> jCHR$C13);
12© OVS = INPUTS a , #3)
130 V=ASC<OV*>
140 PRiMT W AND 128;
150 CLOSE #3
16« GOTO 50

The periodic test pulses, TTL level.should be applied to
the input. You can select frequency and the counting time in
such a way that you can get more than 32,768 pulses within
the counting period. -Then overflow indication sensing bit D7

is activated.
FIHAL PROGRAMME

After the successful checking we have already the
programme in components. After putting them together the final
version looks:

10 REM: FINAL VERSION, 1 8 . A u g .
2 0 CLS
30 OPEN"COM1: 1200,N,8,1,RS,CS0,DS0,CD0"AS #1
40 PRINT #1,CHRS<11>;CHRS(1>;'FF-RESET AND COUNT
50 PRINT#1, CHRS<145>;CHRS(49)jCHRS(97);CHRS(193);'FOUR STEPS LEFT
60 PRINT#1, CHR£<12>;CHRS<13>;'CONNECT FF OUT TO UART INPUT
80 FFS=INPUTS<1,#1)
90 FLIP = ASC(FFS)
100 FOR N = 1 TO 3Q>0>
110 NEXT N
120 Y= 64 AND FLIP
130 Z= 32 AND FLIP
135 PRINT Y,Z
140 IF Y =64 THEN GOTO 200'REK:LEFT SWITCH ACTIVATED
155 GOTO 40

The sample holder is at the left end.

200 INPUT "ENTER TIME OF MEASUREMENTS IN SECONDS ",T
205 INPUT "ENTER GM-COUNTER MOVE.ONE STEP IS 2mm. ",MOVE
210 PRIFT#1,CHRS (11> ; 'REM: FF RESET
213 DIM ACT(100)
215 FOR J = 1 TO 100
220 PRINT#1,CHRS<7);CHRS(I); 'REM:RESET COUNTER AND ALLOW COUNTING
230 FOR H=I TO T*863
231 »EXT H
300 PR1NT#1,CHRS(9);CHRS<4);CHRS(5); 'REM:LATCH COUNT.,ENABLE LOW BYTE
310 LS= INPUTS<1,#1>'REM;INPUT LOW BYTE
320 PRIWT#1,CHRS< JO ;CHRS(S); 'REM:ENABLE HIGH BYTE
330 HS= I NPUTS < 1 , #1.t ' RKM: I NPTJT H IGH BYTE
34-0 LB=ASC Cl.A;
350 Hi',=- ASC CHi >

80
90
00
10
20
30
40
50
60

80
90

PRINT #1,
STATUS*=:
STATUS=Ai
LEFT = ST.
RIGHT= S'
OVER = S'
IF RIGHT
IF OVER =
PRINT J,i
IF J=10*
FOR M =1
PRINT #1

IESET
00
05
10

20
000
010
100
110
120
500
600

NEXT M
PRINT#1,(
NEXT J

couni
"MOVl
reset
volta

GOTO 150<
PRINT"T3
GOTO 16«
PRINT "(
INPUT "
GOTO 21!
PR I NT" PJ
END

370 £I'M;VE HAVE DATA. i.RT'S CHECK OVERFLOW, AND POSITION OH THH HOLDER
We started counting, waited for time T and asked for the

counting results. The set of the measured values is within the
array ACT(J).
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PRIHT #1,CHR*(12);CHR*<13>;'REM:ENABLE FLJPFLOP, START UART TRAHSM.
STATUS*=I»PUT* (1,#1)
STATUS=ASC ( STATUS* >

UG LEFT = STATUS AND 64
12« RIGHT= STATUS AHD 32

OVER = STATUS AMD 128
1*0 IF RIGHT = 32 THEH GOTO 1000
150 IF OVER = 128 THEN GOTO 1100
16« PRIHT J,ACT(J)

IF J=10*INT<J/10> THEN PRINT "COLLECTION TIME =",T,"sec"
ISO FOR M =1 TO MOVE
t PRIÄT #1,CHR*<97);CHR*<49);CHR*<145);CHR*C193);CHR*<11);'REMrGM-MOVE AND FF
IBSET
S0<2> HEXT M

PRINT#1,CHR*(11);'REM: AUXILIARY-STEPPER IS DISCONNECTED
110 HEXT J

We checked if the end position has been reached and if
counting is correct - no overflow. Then the stepper makes
"MOVE" steps. The line 450 is auxilliary. We don't need to
reset counter now; it is done in line 180, but we removed the
voltage from the standing stepper motor.

520 GOTO 1500
k©00 PRINT"THE END POSITION HAS BEEN REACHED."
1010 GOTO 1600
1100 PRINT »OVERFLOW. SET SMALLER TIME. YOUR CHOICE WAS: ",T
L110 INPUT "ENTER TIME OF MEASUREMENTS IN FULL SECONDS ",T
L120 GOTO 215
00 PRINT"RUN IS OVER.WE HAVE COLLECTED SET OF 100 MEASUREMENTS."

I600 END

If the end position has been reached or if the full set
of measurements is done we stop. the run and anounce the
reason.

BASIC VERSUS ASSEMBLER

During our measurement we sent commands, collected data
and load the reserved part of the memory with them and
communicated with the screen. We are asked for the time of the
measurement, for the size of the step of GM counter. In
addition, we would like to be currently informed about the
progress of the measurement. To perform al1 these tasks we
wrote programme in BASTC. The reason was simple: we are the
moM. familiar with it.

Experienced programmers like assembler for tasks simmilai-
to our task. What is the ddventage of the programme wri'ten in
assembler? The old fasniuned people say that the assembler
programme runs about 100 times faster than the same programme
written in BASIC.
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it is believed that for very simple tasks the assembler

is more direct and therefore faster while for the more

complicated tasks the assembler programme would be too long

and difficult to write. For the communication with the screen

BASIC has direct commands like PRINT " ". To write such

programme in assembler would be extremal Iy difficult. Let us

take few examples to see differences. Never mind if we are not

familiar with assembler.

FF We have a binary number: 1101 OO1O
This binary number has no value as the number,
separate bit values are information about the
like in this example:

There is water circulation because bit7 = l

However, the
system status

We have the drive in the left position (bit 6 = 1 )
System is not in the right position (bit 6 = 0)
Fan is on (bit 5 is 1)

. . . and so on.
To get the information if the fan is on we need to check

the value of bit 5.

Our number which has to be checked is lOiCOiO binary. It
amounts to 82, decimal. Does it contain 16 (this is the fifth
bit contribution)? We need to discover the secret of 16 by
peeling off higher bit contributions. Let us do:

82-126 =?
If the result is negative, then bit 8 is O
If the result is negative, then we have to subtract
82-64 =?
The result is bigger than O. Bit 7 is 1.
18-32 =?
The result is negative. Bit 6 is O.
16-16 r ?
The result is positive. Bit 5 is 1.
We can switch the additional heating on.

The corresponding BASIC programme following the above
consideration can be written:

10 CLS
25 INPUT; "Type any number up to 255"; Y
Ski DIM D<8>
40 FOH A=I TO ?
50 D< N' -V>
f.0 HtX7 A
V* FOh' If =3 TD 1 STEP -J
80 B=D (1J +D<2> *2+D(3) *4 * U<4)*8+D (5)* 16+D eft ) *32+L> (7> *64 -f If <S 'tl28-fO (N-I >
90 Z=Y-B
100 IF Z<0 THEM D(N>=0
110 IF Z= >0 THEN D(N)=I
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130 MEXT H
135 PJtIMT
136 PRlHT
140 PSIMT"ThB binary number is; "
150 PEINT D<a);D(7);Di6>;D(5); "
160 STOP
Ok

" ;D<4);D (3); D (2) ;D(.t)

Now to the assembler. For checking the separate bit
contents we use magic numbers. Such number, for checking bit 5
content is 0001 0000. We have learned: if we do the logical
AND operation between this number and the investigated number
then the result is

...either zero; if bit 5 was 0

... or 1; if bit 5 was 1
The result of the operation can be learned from the zero

flag (ZF; this is a special place somewhere inside the
computer) which is set to l if the result of the previous
operation, which was logic AND in our case, is 0.

However, we don't need to print out the value of bit 5.
On the basis of the value of bit 5 we have to make decision
like this: if the fan is already on then we can switch on the

additional heating also.
Our short programme can be written:
HOV AL [number to be checked]; (loads A register, the

lower part with the number to be checked.
AND AL, [0001000] ; AND between number to be checked and

the magic number, normally called maskword
JNZ ADDHEAT; jump if zero flag is not zero to suborutme

ADDHEAT (our abrevetation for subroutine that switch on the
additional heating. It has to prepared separatelIy).

Comparing both programms, assembler is the winner,
undoubt fully. But this was the history. In all IBM BASICS
there is more direct way using the logic operation AND in a
similar way than in the assembler. We used this approach when
checking the left and the right end switch status. Such
operations were not included m earlier versions of BASIC.

The only objection we have against BASIC is its small
speed when compared with assembler. Even this is no more true
today. We can use TURBOBASIC or QUICKBASIC and the programme
will run ten times faster. How to achieve this? In the normal
BASIC computer reads programme instructions, line by line, and
translate them into the machine commands. This interpretation
takes a long time. In TURBO or OBASIC we write programme by
textprocessor which is already a part of the programme. Then
the BASIC programme is compiled, and «.he machine -:odt- file is
produced. By programme LINK we can convert the machine sode
file into the executive file. All this took a lot of time, but
now we can run the compiled programme much faster whenever we
need it. So created executive programme can be run directly



from DOS; we don't need to load BASIC at all. Programme in
TURBOBASIC or QUICKBASIC even doesn't need the numbered lines.
STRUCTURED?

With all these improvements BASIC became powerful. Why to
use other languages at all? There was the progress m other
languages also. Let us consider assembler.

It is the fastest language. In the beggining its power
was limited to few.simple commands only. Today the basic
processor,like 8086 can understand nearly 250 different
commands. 8088 can be supported by the mathematical
coprocessor 8087 which can perform directly all mathematical
operations requiring long subprogramms in early versions.

In the early beggining the programming m the assembler
was difficult because programmer had to wory how to distribute
data and instructions within the memory. Today, using strong
assembler programmes, like Microsoft MACROASSEMBLER all the
addressing bussmes is done symbolically, by using variable
and data names. Macroassembler understands also L-O additional
words, so called pseudomnemonics what makes the writing of the
programme easier. In addition, a good programmer can use also
numerous routines residing into the BIOS ROM, within the top
floors of the memory.

Putting all this on the balance, the decision which
language tr> use is not easy. However, BASIC and assembler is
not the only choice. More and more popular becomes C-language.

The final decision, which language to use is on you. To
make this decision easier let us try to become more familiar
with assembler.
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WITHlN THE COHPUTERrMEMORY

When programming in BASIC we don't need to worry where
inside the computer our data or variables are stored and we
don't need to know what is going on when programme is
executed. Here is an example:

10 INPUT NUMBER
20 PRINT NUMBER

In line 10 we instructed computer to ask for a variable
called NUMBER. Computer is happy when we enter any number. In
line 20 it prints the received number which is stored
somewhere under the label NUMBER.

If we want to programme in assembler we must know about
the internal structure of the computer. We will start the
investigation withm the computer part which is called memory.

Enter BASIC and load this programme:

5 REM:THIS PROGRAMME IS CALLED "LOADING"
10 CLS
20 DEF SEG - 8HS000
30 FOR N : 0 TO 15
40 POKE N, N
50 NEXT N

What is the aim of the above programme?
It will load 16 suxcessive memory cells with numbers 0 to

15. However, this programme looks different from similar
programmes we know from APPLE II, COMMODORE or SPECTRUM.

New is the line 30 DEF SEG = &H8000. It deals with the
addressing.

In APPLE II the memory space is 64 kbytes. With 16 bit
address from 0 to FFFF (hexadecimal) you can communicate with
any o'f the memory cells.

In IBM the address space space is over 1 Mbyte or FFFFF."
However, because of the operating system restriction one part
can't be used. We can consider our memory as a scyscraper,
with many floors and 16 rooms in each floor.

In each room 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 .... D, E, F any 8 bit number
(from 0 to FF) can be placed. How to tell location of rooms
inside the scyscraper? We can tell the floor, and the room
number. This offer:; u.' to assign any room by telling the floor
- the normally accept c<d name is SEGMENT ADDRESS, or BASE
Af)T)REf-JS1' and the r-'orn miml>e-r. But the scy.soraper is big. H
•runtfl.1 ri.1? more thaii oi<o mi 1 1 J on of room;;. Wi thin tin; expcution
of The programme we don't need to visjt all roooms. Therefore
it can be assumed that all the programme or at least the
majority of it will run within the smaller scyscraper block,
occupying 10000 (65536) rooms at last. This block can sta.rt at



SEGMENT ADDRESS
DS«CS«ES«SS-6000

600WTFF

F i g . 2 3 I

any floor; or at any segment in the computer language
(Fig. 2&).

At the beggining of the programme we define this segment
address by the BASIC statement like DEF SEG-&H8000. Then rooms
are counted

11 12 13
IO 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 IA IB IC ID IE IF
O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F

up to FFFF. The room number is called the OFFSET. It tells how
far is the rooms from the first room with address:

SEG = 6000
OFFSET = O

Thus, by defining segment or the base address we can
assign all the requested rooms by telling the offset value
only. Only in the exceptional cases when all business can't be
done within the block of 65536 rooms a longer travel should be
undertaken. In this case the new default segment should be
given.

Now we can run the above programme called
"LOADING". Screen says OK. How do we know that memory locations
have been really loaded? We can look into them by well-known
command PEEK. The programme "INQUIRY" to read content of the
loaded memory locations is below:

5 REM: This programme is caJled "INQUIRY"
10 CLS
20 DEF SEG = «HfioOO
30 FOR N - O TO H
40 PRINT PEEK(N)
50 NEXT N

Try to verify if it works.
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There is still one way to dig through the memory and even
see what is going on during the programme execution. Instead
of using the BASIC PEEK and POKE commands we can use a
special programme. The DEBUG programme can do all and even
more than the we 11-Known monitor programme of APPLE II.

Let's go out from BASIC with the command SYSTEM. After

loading DEBUG we can see blinking

Now ce can demand: Look into the memory location defined

with segment 8000 and offset O, and tell the content.
In the DEBUG language it is
d 8000:0000
(d can be interpreted as "dump" or "display"),
(8000 is segment)
(: is because of syntaxis)
(0000 is the offset). Enter this command. .
Debug is generous. It gives even more than required: the

memory content at memory location-8000:0000 and next 127.

Above we loaded memory location by using the BASIC
programme. The same can -be done also by running the
corresponding machine code programme. However, to deal with
"O" and Mi H is boring as well as with the corresponding
hexadecimal expressions. We will communicate with the computer
in mnemonics.

A LOOK INTO THE PROCESSOR

The computer memory is only the storage. There is
practically no life in it. The heart of the computer is
processor. The 8088 structure is given in Fig. 34. You can
notice larger places, like SP1BP... ,smaller places like AH,
BH, BL. . . and boxes like O, I, T. . .

Big places SP, BP. .. have 16 bits capacity and contain any
number from 0 to 65.536 (or from to FPFF hexadecimal).

Smaller places have 8 bits capacity and contain any
number from 0 to 255 (or 0 to FF hexadecimal).

Boxes contain one bat information only. Thejr con-ten+ is
either 0 or 1.

Two smaller places, AH and AL for ex amp lft can bp also
considered as one big place:; AX.

Lei us call these places "registers", like register
AX..., and accept the name "status flag" for boxes. Flags names are:

O overflow
D direction
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1
T
S
Z
A
P
C

int errupt e nab ie
trap-single
sign
zero
auxiliary -
parity
carry

step

BCD

DATA REGISTERS

Data registers'are like working places in laboratory. You
can put a number, 123 for example into the register AX. Then
you can issue a command INC AX (increment for 1 the content of
AX) resulting the content 124 in AX.

You can say SHL AX and the binary content llillOO will be
pushed to the left by additional zero entering from the right:
lllilOOO. We have got 248, the original number multiplied by
two.

Besides of these two commands we have stil a reach choice

DATA REGISTERS
07

AX

• X

CX

OX

AH

•H

CH

. OH

AL

M.

CL

OL

POINTER AND INDEX REGISTERS
1S

SI

01

CS

OS

SS

ES

SEGMENTREGISTERS

IS

INSTRUCTION POINTER ANO FLAGS
W

If

FUCS
11 10

N IH Ic

STACK MINTEK

IASE KMNTER

SOUHCE WOEX

DESTINATION INOEX

CODE

DATA

STACn

EXTRA

INSTRUCTION
K)INTER

2 1 0

Fig. 24

of about 60 instructions t<> perform different tasks.
Register AX and DX are the general purpo.se register
Register BX is intended for the translations.
Register CX is perfect for counting m loops.
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SEGMENT REGISTERS

When you finished with the processing you can put the

register content somewhere inside memory. The command

mov IOOO, AX

is -suitable to save content of register AX at the memory

location 1000 within the segment determined by the content of

the DS segment. What is this now?

Try to remember the computer memory structure explained
in the previous chapter. We said that majority of programms
can run using only 64 k of the memory. We defined the BASE
ADDRESS, or the SEGMENT ADDRESS from which we then counted the
64 K memory space. This base address is kept within the DS,
the DATA SEGMENT REGISTER.

If we find the hexadecimal number 6000 in the DS segment

register, then the AX content from the previous case will be
put into the 1000 location above the 8000 base address.

We have learned the aim of the DS , the data segment
register.

In the simmilar way than the data are Kept within the
data region whose base address is kept m the DATA SEGMENT
REGISTER the operating instructions are kept within the CODE
SEGMENT. The base address of the code segment is kept m the
CODE SEGMENT REGISTER (CS).

By using the DEBUG programm we can observe the content of
all registers and flags. Here is an example:

C:\debug
-r
AX=0000 BX=0000
DS=1EC3 ES=1EC3
1EC3:0100 5B

CX=0000 DX=0000 SP=FFEE
SS=1EC3 CS=1EC3 IP=0100

POP BX

BP=0000 SI=0000 DI=0000
NV UP EI PL NZ NA PO NC

After loading DEBUG we said r (registers) and we ggot the
above display. All segment registers are set to the same value
1EC3. INSTRUCTION POINTER (IP) is 100. The next instruction

Jt is 5B or PCP BX when

Not
the

When asked we WJlJ

«rill be taken at address 1EC3.0100.

translated into mnemonics.

By DEBUG any register content can be changed.
entering into details why is this good for let's change
content of the instruction pointer : rip.
enter 200.

-rip
IP 0100
:200
-r
AX=0000 BX=0000 CX=0000 DX=0000 SP=FFEE
DS=1EC3 ES=1EC3 SS=1EC3 CS=1EC3 IP=0200
1EC3:0200 2OEB AND BL,CH

BP=0000 SI=0000 DI=0000
NV UP EI PL NZ NA PO NC
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Now the first instruction to be executed is at location
lEC3:Oc?OO. It is 2OEB, with the meaning AND BL1CH (do the
logical AND operation between the corresponmg bits within BL
and CH.

FLAGS
From flags we can learn for the effect of the operations

we did inside registers, ere is an example:

mov ax, ffff; ffff is inserted .into ax
xor ax, ax ;exclusive or operation is done between

ffff and ffff. The result is zero. The ax
register is empty.

. We shall prove the above by using DEBUG.

C:\debug
-a8000:0
8000:0000 mov ax,ffff
8000:0003 xor ax,ax
8000:0005

Programme is written and assembled. Now we demand the
execution step by step, starting from the location 8000:0

-t=8000:0

AX=FFFF BX=0000 CX=0000 DX=0000 SP=FFEE BP=0000 SI=0000 DI=0000
DS=IECS ES=1EC3 SS=1EC3 CS=8000 IP=0003 NV UP EI PL NZ NA PO WC
8000:0003 31C0 XOR AX,AX

AX has been loaded with ffff. The next instruction is xor
ax, ax.

-t

AX=0000 BX=0000 CX=0000 DX=0000 SP=FFEF,
DS=IECS ES=1EC3 SS=IECS CS=8000 IP=0005
8000:0005 0000 ADD [BX+SI],AL

P.P=0000 SI =0000 DI =0000
NV UP EI PL ZR NA PE NC

XOR is done. Note the status of the fifth flag ZR C zero),
being previously NZ(nonzero)

By the way: +.he above operation is the .shortsst way t"

clear any register.
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STACK.
Registers AX,BX,CX and DX are used as working places.

However, sometimes it happens that we want to save data from
registers only for a short time. In this case it is impracti-
cal to put them into the memory. For the temporary storage we
use STACK. How., to put data on stack and how to get them back
is shown m Fig. £2. We want to make the register BX free but
its present content we would like to retain for the future
use. We say PUSH BX. The content OH appears at the top of the
STACK. Now we can use BX freely. Whenever we need 02 to be
returned from the STACK to BX, the command POP DX should be
issued. 02 is reloaded from the stack back to BX. IF appears
at the top at the STACK again.

POP BX

PUSH BX

Fig. 25

However, this comfortable operation has limitations. The
last'PUSH. .. puts tiie number at the top of the STACK, and by
the following POP only the top value can be returned into
register.

The most popular use of the PUSH and POP commands is when
jumping from BASIC to assembler and back. Both programmes use
the different part of the memory defined by the DS, CS and SS
values. Therefore at any jump from BASIC to ASSEMBLER commands
like

PUSH T>£
PUSH DX
MJSH ST
MXH Dl
PU.-;H C X
PUSH BX are issued. Then the normal programme follows:
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POP BX Here we decided to go bacK. The previous
POP CX state is restored.

POP DI
POP SI
POP DX
POP DS
IRET Instruction to go bacK
Note the mirroring PUSH and POP instructions!
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A TRIP FROM BASIC TO MACHINE AND BACK

Let us try to write a simple programme in BASIC, with
jumps to assembler and back wherewer the programming is
easier. We need two programms, basic and the machine one which
are properly glued together. This gluing is not so simple, and
here is an example how to do it.

Let us start in BASIC, with programme we call TRIP:

5 REM: THE NAME OF THIS PROGRAMME IS TRIP
IO CLS
20 Y = O
30 DEF SEG:&H8000
40 CALL Y
50 PRINT "WE ARE BACK. "
60 END

At line 40 we left the basic country, and our destination
is defined lay y which was set 0 m the ljne 20 (statement
like call 0 or call (0) is not accepted by the computer). By
the above lines 20 and 40 we asked to enter into the machine
country in the room 0. But we haven't define the machine
country yet. Yes, we did. The line 30 says: def seg =&H8000.
This means that the machine country starts at memory location
hexadecimal 80000 or, more clear 6000:0 in the usual notation.
The first number, 8000, is the segment address, while the
second which is 0 is the offset.

After passing line 40 we are in the machine country. Let
us <io what we have and return. We are happy and we say WE ARE
BACK through the line 50

Now to the machine code bussiness.
By direct command SYSTEM we are kicked out from BASIC. After
loading DEBUG programm normally situated within the DOS
directory, or in the root directory we can do a simple
programme which is assembled by DEBUG.

Having the prompt blinking - on the screen we know that
we are within DEBUG. Let us type line by line, followed by
ENTER:

a 8000:0 enter
re + f enter

civl-C
Now enter- q t o gr> out from OEBi'G. we shuiiKl g*.< back t o

BA:"! C wherf we i<>a>:I t h f 1PKl i1 pro? rarnme. A f i f r r u n n i n g i-t

We are back

is printed on the screen. What happened?
By tTit: line 40 we jiirnppci i n t o the machine country at



location 3O0O:o. The above machine programme defines m e
itinerary of our trip there. The first and the only instruction
is RETF which means return, go back from where you are, but go
far (RETurnFar). This is important because you arrived from
far; from another segment. Note the combination:

The BASIC combination like
def seg = &H....
call should be followed by RETF m machine.

However, in principle the BASIC country and the machine
country can be within the same segment. Then only a near
travel is assumed. We can use combinations:

call .... and in machine correspondingly RET.

Can we travell inside the BASIC country at all? Is there
still some room within the segment already loaded with BASIC?
Let us undertake the inquiry.

XTREE is the suitable programme. Loading it, and looking
for the length of the GW-BASIC we will find hex 13330. This
is more than FFFF; the full segment length. Travels from BASIC
into machine within, the segment will be not sucessful.

Now, instead of just looking into the machine country
from 8000:0 to 8000:FFFF let us do' something in it, for
example to load few locations with numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. This
can be done by simple machine programme. For its --reparation
we can use the assembler built-in the DEBUG. After having
prompt (-} we can type

a 8000:0
mov bx, 4
mov al, bl
mov [bx+20], al
dec bx
jnz 3
retf

and close programme by enter twice.
By pressing q enter we are out of debug. It is not
difficult to load BASIC, load our TRIP programme and RUN it.
Pitty, it doesn't work. "I am back" message is displayed but
if we look into location from 8000:20 to 0000:24 by using the
DEBUG programme only vacancies are revealed.

What is wrong? Where are our nice numbers 0,1,2,3 and 4?
Withjn the processor there are four segment registers:
CODE REGISTER CS
DATA REGISTER DS
STACK REGISTER SS
EXTRA REGISTER ES.

Instructions address is defined by the CS. By tht; basic
command DEF SEG =&H8000 we inserted value 6000 into CS.
Entering into machine country the first instruction was taken
from the address 6000:0, and then on.
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Kowovfjr, for trie <ies t inoti on of the data we defined only
the offset address as BX+^O. The segment address was still the
segment address which was used in BASIC. Therefore our data
set 0,1,2,3, and 4 was loaded somewhere in the unknown. Debug
programm could tell us where.

To load the desired addresses we should redefine DS value
as 8000. However, the BASIC data segment value must not be
lost. Few lines have to be added to the machine programme
which is now finally:

push ds ;saves the BASIC data segment value in stack
mov dx, 8000 ,-direct loading mov ds, 6000 doesn't work
mov ds, dx ;ds is loaded from dx- this is the required

segment address for data
mov bx, At
mov al.bl
mov [bx+20], al
dec bx
jn" 9 ;jump if not zero
pop ds ;work is done- the BASIC value is returned
ret f

After typing enter, enter the prograinme is
can verify it by typing:

U 8000:0
The screen will display:

assembled. We

8000:
8000:
8000:
8000:
8000:
8000:
8000:
8000:

aooo:
8000:

0000
0001
0004
0006
0009
000B
OOOE
OOOF
0011
OO12

IE
BA0060
8EDA
BB0400
68D8
8S4720
4B
75F8
IF
CB

PUSH
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
MOV
DEC
JNZ
POP
RETF

DS
DX,eooo
DS, DX
BX,0004
AL, BL
[BX + 20], AL
BX
0009
DS

When the TRIP programme is used now, the memmory
locations are loaded properly. However, for the repeated use
typing of the machine programme again and again, and to
assemble it repeatedly is not practical. It would be nice to
learn how to save it. Here are instructions:

go to BAi;IC,
t ypp f>rogramme:

10 Oft : ; « ftHhOO-'-

20 bsave"btrjp", &ho,&H14

and run Jt. You can find the assembled programm in the
BASIC directory as BTRlP. BAS

Even the separate loading of TRIP and BTRIP can be
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avoided i* we modify the TRIP programme:

IO els
30 bload"btripH

30 y=o
40 def seg r &H6000
50 call y
60 print "WE ARE BACK. M

70 end
This was an example now to glue both types of programming

together. THe same job can be done more comfortably by using
MICROSOFT-IBM MACROASSEMBLER programme to write the assembler
programme and to assemble it. The BASIC programme should be
written in one of advanced BASICS, supplied with compilers. In
this example we operate with MICROSOFT QUICK BASIC. Having
both files +"""ether we join them into the executive file by
using the DOS programme LINK. This action is shown
schematically in Fig. ** , and described in details in the next
chapter.
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DETECTOR PART

For the detection of the radiation the Geiger-Miller
tube LHD 71OM1 halogen filled was used (see the attached
specifications, next page). The height of the delivered pulses
can be as great as 10 V.

The required electronics was produced as a single board
IAEA Euro-size modul. The electronic scheme is given in Fig. i.

One quarter of the 4093 NAND with hysteresis is used as
the relaxation oscillator. By the 10 k potentiometer the
oscillation frequency can be adjusted. The produced clock
signal is divided by two by using one half of the JK flipflop
4027. The output signal at Q or <5 is exactly one half of
period in the low state and one half of the period in the high
state. By this divided signal the push-pull high voltage
transformer is driven. To avoid the possibility that both
sides of the transformer are simultaneously on, the time lag
using diode 1N414Ö, resistor 66 k and capacitor 100 p is
created. As the additional buffer amplifiers two quarters of
4093 are used. Transformer driving transistors are BD667, the
Darlington type.

The secondary voltage is rectified, doubled and used for
the Geiger-Muller counter drive. The adequate high voltage can
be determined by applying variable voltage to the primary side
of the HV transformer. This, transformer, driving voltage
provided by three point regulator LM317 is changeable by
trimpot of 10 k (board mounted).

Pulses released by Geiger-Muller tube are separated from
the DC high voltage by 220 p capacitor. Pulses are big enough
to cross the CMOS logic level of CD4001. To make the operation
reliable the CMOS input is biased for 4OZ of the operating
voltage. The first quarter of 4001 is used as a discriminator.
The next two quarters form univibrator releasing pulses of lus
duration. The last quarter of 4001 is driver for BC16? tran-
sistor from where th e TTL output is taken.

See Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for the printed circuit board and
for the component layout respectivelIy. You can find the fron
plate design in Fig. 4. Consult Table I for the component
list.



LND, inc
3230 Lawson Blvd.
Oceanside, N. Y.
USA

LNILZIiM

The LND 71ON is a th in mica end window radiation counter tube
speci f ical ly designed for the detection of a,e and Y radiation.
The operating characteristics are unaffected by temperature changes
within the range of -500C to + 75°C.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Gas Fi l l ing:
Cathode Material:
Overall Length:
Effective Length:
Maximum Diameter:
Maximum Operating Temperature:
Connector Type:

Neon & Halogen Admixture
446 S.S.
2.75 inches
1.5 inches
0.344 inches
75°C
Grid Cap

WINDOW SPECIFICATIONS

Window Material:
Effective Diameter:
Window Density (Areal):

Mica
0.250 inches
1.5 - 2.0 mg/cm2

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Anode Resistor:
Maximum Starting Voltage:
Plateau Length:
Plateau Slope:
Background shielded with
50 MM BP and 3 mm A l .
DMdtimc:
Capacitance:

i m
800 volts
200 volts
<10V100 volts

10 CPM
75 ysec
5 pf
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HIGH VOLTAGE AND PULSE SHAPER FRONT PLATE
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Tablet

COMPOUlT LlSt FOR BIGR TObTAGE POVEt SOPPLT AID GBIGBR DBTBCTOR PULSE SHAfBR

TTPE VALVE OTI CODE CONHEIT

IBSISTOK
IESISTOR
KSISTOt
ISSISTOf
IBSISTOI
IBSISTOI
IESISTOR
IBSISTOR
IBSISTOR
IESISTOR
IESISTOR
IESISTOR
IESISTM

TRIUlBR

CAPACITOR
CAPACITOR
CAPACITOR
CAPACITOR
CAPACITOR
CAPACITOR
CAPACITOR

DIODE
DIODE

T W I S I S M
TRAISISTOR

IC
IC
IC
IC

FERRITE BODT
COIL BODY
COIL HOUITIIG

COFPERVIRe
COFFER VIRE

CCfIECTOR
COIRECTOR

TRBISFORHER MTA

iOB
IOOE
II
313

m
ZK
331
3«
4TI
681
iH
iOH

iOf

iOOp
22Op
10
22Op
47n
O. is
iOu

114148

]
I
2
I

2

2
i
2
i
2
I
i

4
SIHF 2/K

BCi82B
BD6TTA

CDfOOiB
CHO27B
CD4093B
UlM

SCREV
VASHER
IUT

HPII
BXC

i
2

i
1
1
1

i
I
i
2
i

1
2

: PRIHART

i 0.3V, SZ
f 0.3V, $Z
I 0.3V, SZ
E 0.3V, SZ
1 .0.3V, SZ

0.3V, SZ
0.3V, SZ
0.3V, SZ
0.3V, 5Z
0.3V, SZ
0.3V, SZ
0.3V, SZ
0.T5V, SZ

66B412 HIIIATORBTRUiHER, O. SV

CERAHICCAFACITOR, itt
CERAHICCAPACITOR, 152
CERAHICCAPACITOR, 152

50IH94 HIGH VOLTAGE (630V)
49D204 HIGH VOLTAGB (630V)
49DlSi KTCAPACITOR
26D530 TAITAL ELIO 25V

26S815O GEIERAL PURPOSE DIODE
) 2 24STI58 HIGH VOLTAGE SVITCHIIG DIODE

US57OO GSXSRAL PURPOSE TRAISiSTOR
14S66OO DAKLIlGTOi TRAISISTOR

60S1250 QUAD IOR GATE
6OS375O DUAL JIHS FF
6ÖS725O QUAD IAID SCBHIDT TRIGGER

VOLTAGB RBGUUTOR1 TO-220

77D3J2 25ao DIAHETER, Al-4400
77D394
14H67C Mt i 25, 11CIEL PUTED
16H916 H4, IICIEL PUTED
16H726 H4, IICIEL PUTED

0,15« BIAHBTER
O. i H DIAHBTER

56P3656 PCB VBRSIOI
76P226

VfMDIKG : 2 i 20 TURKS O. 15 DIAHETER VIRE
SBCdDARr VIIDIIG : 100 TURIS O. I DIAHBTER VIRE
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STAIRCASB UKNtKATOR

The described staircase generator produces the output
signal which imitates the output signal of the optically
coupled charged sensitive preamplifier.

Techincal characteristics are following:

Output voltage, continuously variable from 5V to 2 V,
attenuated in five steps by factor of :l,3,10, 30,100

Separation between steps continuously variable from 8us
to 50 us.

TIME
Fig.l. Staircas* signal form

The staircase form is followed by the voltage zero and
then perodically repeated. The output voltage duty cycle (the
time when the output signal different from 0} is tox (Fig. l. ).

The operating principle is given if Fig. 2. The 8-bit
shift register empty at the beggining is loaded with i when
clock pulses are applied to the clock input. Thus more and
more outputs appear in the high state. Signals of all outputs
are sunned by using the 8-bit DAC with equally weighted
inputs. After 8 clock periods the master reset signal is
applied to the shift register, and the clock signal at the
shift register input is stopped,
the state "0" ; and the corresponding output becomes high.

The detailed operation can be followed by using Fig. 3.
One quarter of 4001 NAND gate with hysteresys is used as the
clock. Ey 10 k potentiometer the frequency can be varied. The
produced clock is applied to the dual 4-bit shift register
4015, and divided by 8 by the binary/decimal up/down counter
4029. The divided clock is connected to the 4017, the decimal

with fuly decoded outputs.
The shift register loading is allowed only when "O"
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output is activated Vftien "1" output is activated the shift
register is cleared. Then the decimal counter runs over
2,3,4,5,6,7,6 and 9 leaving the shift register outputs low.

CLOCK i.8 DIVIDER DECADE COUNTER
12 3...

ISSET WHEN 1

Fig.2. Generator block diagram

Then the period is over, and the shift register loading
starts again.

Few tricks are applied to Keep the circuit as simple as
possible. Hie sunning operational amplifier needs negative
input voltage to produce the positive going output staircase.
Therefore the digital part is operates between GND and the
negative supply voltage. However, in this way of the operation
the counting sequence 0,1, 2, 3,4... observed by the sunmator
means the descent staircase instead of the ascent. By logical
inverters inserted between shift register and sumator the
counting sequence 15,14,13,12... (15 corresponds to all
digital outputs high = OV) the proper staircase is assured.

Evermore: by using the variable voltage for the drive of
the set of logical inverters the staircase height can be
continuously varied. Only resistors of 10 k each have to be
connected between shift register outputs and inverter inputs
to limit the current through the protective diodes inside the
NAND gates when the operating voltages are different.
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/4 400»

400» VDD
Fig .3 . Staircus* g«a*rator
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APPEKDIX

MODIFIED VERSION
OF THE

WILKINSON TYPE ADC



PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE MODIFIED VERSION OF THE
TYPE ADC

WILKINSON

A new posibility how to reduce the conversion time in the
Wilkinson type analog to digital converter was studied.

In the Wilkinson type ADC the conversion time is
proportional to the height of the analysed pulses. In the high
resolution spectroscopy where more than thousand channel is
required the dead time becomes unacceptable high. The usual
way to Keep the conversion time within the reasonable limits
is to take the clock frequency as high as possible. In
contemporary ADCs the clock frequencies up to 200 MHz are
used.

Another solution is the flash conversion. A set of
discriminators with the continuously increasing dsicriminator
level observes pulses. The discriminator output signals
properly decoded give the information about the pulse height
imediatelly when pulse maximum appears. Flash converters are
instantaneous, imprecise and have the limited number of
channels. The contemporary capability is 5i2.

In the present paper a possibility to combine botn above
method is described. The idea is given m Fig. l.

The input pulse passing the . unidirectional amplifier
charges the storing capacitor. The moment when the pulse is
over is recognised, and the flip-flop is set. Now the counting
starts, and the constant current source linearly discharging
the storing capacitor is activated. In the normal type
Wilkinson conversion the counting would be stopped when the
voltage accross the storing capacitor drops to zero.

In the modified version the pulse height is additionally
observed with the flash converter. The result of the flash
conversion measurement is stored. Therefore, the approximate
pulse height is allready known even before the counting
starts. The stored digital result about the pulse height is
converted into the analog signal Uref, and applied to the
comparator. To compensate the shorter counting time the
counting starts from the value which was found by the flash
converter, instead from the zero. For this purpose the result
of the flash conversion is encoded from 8 to 3 lines. The 3
lines signals are used as the preset values for three most
significant digits of the counter.

The flash converter is biased to give smaller readings
for measured pul.':r-s. Therefore alt ways the counting sequence
between one and two eights of the full range is performed. Jn
this way pulses of any height are analysed under the same
conditions.

In the described system the four times faster conversion
is expected than in the unmodjfed Wilkinson version operating
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